
Merantix Labs is working together with  Adomea, a TÜV Rheinland
company, to improve their car damage detection software

Adomea is a former technology startup which was acquired by TÜV Rheinland
in 2019 and is currently pioneering a system for automated vehicle damage
assessment. The patented system can create a detailed image of the outer skin of a
vehicle within a minute. The highly precise measurement data that Adomea records
do not rely on RGB images only, but use reflectivity and curvature information to
generate precise measurements of the car surface.

Adomea which stands for advanced optical measurement and automation, has
a long track record in the automated evaluation of hail damages already working with
the major players in the insurance industry. The task of the project was to broaden
the identified defect classes on the body surface such as scratches, abrasions,
dents, corrosions, or stone chips and to set new standards in car damage detection
applicable to several use cases e.g. End of Line Inspection, Vehicle logistics, leasing
returns or any other application that needs precise evaluation. The data capture even
the smallest changes in the body surface on micrometer level. The company
envisioned to build a fully automated process using AI technology to estimate the
occured damages on cars’ exteriors, aiming to build a fast and accurate car damage
estimation that would require less to no human expertise. resulting in a monetary
evaluation of the identified defects.

To accomplish this goal and build a novel machine learning solution to
automatically predict damages from data, they partnered up with Merantix Labs, a
Berlin-based company with a proven track record in Machine Learning software
development. Founded in 2018 the company has worked with companies across all
industries, ideating and building machine learning solutions . The company is part of
the larger Merantix ecosystem, an AI stronghold in Berlin, that aims at bringing the
latest machine learning research into the industry.
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Together with Adomea, the team of Merantix Labs developed a concept for
damage detection on car surfaces. Additionally, the team was supported by a
machine learning expert from Adomea who helped speed up the collaboration and
smooth conversation between the two parties.This team structure allowed the two
sides to work closely in a collaborative mode, continuously reassessing and
reevaluating the project. During the collaboration on a very experimental project, the
team followed the agile methodology in order to quickly reassess technical work
packages and restructure the project plan.

The Machine Learning problem tackled during the project was difficult due to
many factors, mainly the data complexity. Indeed the data set was highly imbalanced
i.e. when slicing the dataset, damages were contained in less than 1% of the car
image data. Furthermore, the existing damages were extremely small with a very fine
structure which make it difficult for the experts themselves to tell whether the image
contains any damages. Due to the data specifics, the risk was also high for operators
to miss some damages while labeling the images for training the machine learning
model.

To solve the data imbalance challenge, the project team introduced a new
labeling approach in order to quickly label data and improve its quality. Working with
agile methodology allowed to quickly shift the project plan and the team effort
towards a new goal. The new labeling approach proved to be a lot better in
generating labeled data for model training and tackling the imbalance in the initial
dataset.

The result of the project was a model that is able to reliably detect different
types of damages with high granularity. The team leveraged Chameleon, Merantix
Labs’ proprietary intelligent and adaptable image segmentation software, to
significantly reduce the model's error-proneness. The adaptable image segmentation
solution was therefore ideal for Adomea’s damage detection software as the
precision of measurement includes even light scratches induced for example by a
car wash.
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Merantix Labs supported Adomea on implementing better data acquisition by
revisiting the labeling setup and making it more effective. This significantly reduced
labeling time while improving data quality. Lead Machine Learning engineer
Alexander Fecke describes the project as one of the most challenging tasks that a
machine learning service provider can tackle. “The Adomea team is doing a great job
in creating highly precise measurement data. Helping them on their road to bringing
this system into production was as rewarding as it was challenging."

The live damage detection software now allows Adomea and TÜV Rheinland to
be at the forefront of innovative visual quality control supported by AI. The agility and
flexibility of the Merantix Labs and Adomea team at the interface of business and
software engineering was a key element for the project’s success and the smooth
operation of the machine learning model. The collaboration between the two
companies has laid the foundation for scaling machine learning at Adomea. Robert
Kröwing, Head of Digital Transformation Mobility Services: “With the help of Merantix
Labs we were able to speed up the time-to-market by 3 months. Resulting in the
unique vehicle scan product we can offer today.” We're looking forward to further
projects!
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